
Friedman Industries is a �at-rolled and tubular 
service center headquartered in Longview, Texas.  Their 
recently opened branch on SDI’s campus in Sinton, Texas, will 
allow them to reach new markets in the Southwest and West 
Coast of the United States and into Mexico with laser �at 
products coming o� of their new Red Bud Industries 1.00” x 96” 
wide Heavy Gauge Cut-To-Length Line with Stretcher Leveling.
Red Bud checked all of the boxes that Friedman Industries was 
hoping to achieve with the purchase of their new equipment.  
Employee safety,  value-added features, customer service, and 
in stock parts delivered the next day were the factors that 
swayed their decision.  Most importantly, Friedman Industries 
wanted a partner that worked with them and kept the 
customer’s requests a priority.
"We wanted to align ourselves with a manufacturer that has 
the expertise and knowledge to build the line that we   
wanted.  As Friedman Industries moves into other areas and 
explores other opportunities, Red Bud will be our �rst call 
when it comes to an                                                                                   
equipment manufacturer."
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“The Red Bud team is fantastic!
Every department at Red Bud

is attuned to the
customer’s requests.”

 Jonathan Holcomb | Friedman Industries
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